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CHAPTER I
INTRODtlC TION

A.

Introductory remarks aDd. statement of the problem.
Aa orthodontic s has grown through the year a, the trend of thiDldal

bas shifted from purely mechanical considerations to a fuller conc:ept
which places significance on the biologic principles involved in ortbodODtic
tooth movemeats.

,f-Te.ently we think of orthodontics as beiDg a bio-

mechanical science.
Biologic and histologic studies have GOwn that the cellular
activity of bone sUI"rotlDdiDg teeth moved orthodonticaUy is directly

related. to the amount of force employed.
It has been shown that a heavy orthodontic force l'esulU in cessation

of cellular activity in the immediate vicinity of the pressure side of the

tooth. often eauemi necrosis.

The bone changes occurring UDder sueh

circumstances are predominantly due to UDd.el'miDiDg resorption. because
this necrotic bone must be removed before the tooth will

direction of the force.
aD

D'lOVe

in the

Further, it has beeD demonatrated that there is

optimum range of iOl"ce within which the movement tende to be more

physiologic in nature.
1

2

The pre.eace of a cribriform plate of bone and. a periocioDtal Space

IBUI'I'Ouo4iDI each tooth has beeD adequately aeeertaiDed histalolteally.
With the advent of the x .. ray In dental dlaposb. these areas received
cODsiderable clinical importaoce. siDce they were reaGUy lclntUiable.
UDder ordinary conditiODs a deDta! radioaraph shows wider cribriform
plate OD the clistall'oot surface. of the teeth because of the physiologic
mestal waratioD 01 teeth.
cribriforM plate

C&1l

The width of the pertodontalspac:e aad of the

be iftcl'e.aed

01'

c1eereued iii orthodODtic tooth

movemeDta depeDdiDg upon the c1irectloD ill which a tooth ia beiDl mevecl.
aDd is constantly beiDs remodeled to suit the functional requiJoemeata.
Tbe pr•••Dt atwiy was d.siped to mv.ettaate the directioD of tooth

mo wm_t

OIl

the buill of direct radiographic appraisal of the change ill

the •• are." arouacl the rnaacUbular molar teeth.
Progre •• ive thiDkiDl iD ortbodoDti.c:a baa heen to cOI'I'e1atli the
bioloaic flaclm.s wlth the exiatiDg kDow1eqe of mechuical thel'apy

creatill, the acience of biomechaDic..

.maller diameter. highly

1'•• Went,

wt"'y.

DeW

technic. employiDg

rouad arcA wire. bave b eeD develope4

to procluce tooth movetnota more ill keepiDg with out biologic knowledge.
This haa made it possible to hastell or catalya. the biologic processes

associated with the physiology of tooth movement and thus achieve

OUl'

orthodontic objectives in far .&.orter time than heretolore possible.

1

Sound orthodontic mechanics dictate atabUity of anchor teeth.
lavestigation. desiped. to study the positioD of anchor teeth durtna
orthodontic treatment have been reported previously (Tweed. 1956;
Brodie. DowDs, Goldstein, ad Myel'. 1938. Stoner, .x....iDdqui.t aa4 oth....

1956. Graber, 1954).

Previous studi.s utUiaed the principle of super-

position of lateral cephalometric tracin,s.

Thea. method. related the

&Dehor teeth to certaiD cephalometric and craaiometric laadmarks. _4

measued their re.pective positions
movemeats.

d.vm, the cours. of the tooth

It become. exceec.liagly difficult to get aa Kcvate picture

of wbat t. happeaiag to the teeth and the aurroua41a, ti.sues becau•• of
the error in traciDs aad the dilflcult vlaualiaatioa of the clutltioa trom

cephalometric x-rays. in adcUtloD to the factor of Irowth.
This investigatloa propose. an aaalyais of the raclio,raphic: chaD,e.
la the perlodoatal space aDd cribriform plate auzl'O\UlcUag the maadibular

anchor teeth in patieats uader orthodont1c treatment. because it is believetl
this method. will be more accurate and conaequeaUy more useful.

It is the

belief of this inveatigator that th.a. ar.... are useful ..e a ra4iocraphic
barometer of tissue activity aad are direct iD4icators 01. the dlrectioa &ad.
type of tooth movement

taldni place at aoy precis. time.

CHAPTE& U

UVIEW OF THE LITERATUR.E

Sandstedt (1904, 1(05) (in experiments of tippblg the incisors
liDguaUy by means of a threaded arch wire and constantly and gradually

tightening the nuts at the emd of the wire each 4&y fen." three weeks) arrive4
at the following results: (1) On the siele of pull with both weak ud atroraa
forces, a deposition of bone takes )lace

OIl

the old alveolar wall.

The

newly formed boDe spicules follow the clil'ectiOD of the strainecl pe..iod.oQtal
fibers (Flpre

1,.

One can distmgulah precisely the limit between the

newly formed boDe and. the 014 alveolar bone histoloilc:a11y; the latter 11
Dot changed..

(2) On the side of pressure the old alveolar bone is
The avlaee of the tooth root it self

equally r8.oI'bed by weak fOl'ces.
rem.ains intact.

By th.s. fundamental fmelinga 5anc1stedt was

~e

first

to ratify the pressure theory of FloureD_. which alao mvolved the ortho_
dontic meveme. of teeth.

(3) By strong forces the periodontal 80ft

tissue is compl'••• ect at fbst OIl the aiele of pressure a:nd CaDllOt resorh
the oW alveolar bone, beeau•• it is deprived of its vitality.
this, an active resoJ'ptioD

SOOD

Instead. of

begins ill the fteighboring marrow apaces

of the alveolar boDe; the boDe ami. the eompJ'essed

..

80ft

ti.sue

m the

pp

<
1- k- -

-3

-

--- 1

--

...-

-

45·-

l.
3

4
S

(R.eproduce4 from Schwar.: International Journal Orthodontics. 1932)
:rIOURE 1
THE llESULT OF A STRONG nLTINO FORCE
A. the re.ult of a stroDg tUtiDg force (pp) applied to a tooth,
all .radatioDs of the force are . .erted in diUereDt BOne. of
the root surface. With a atroa8 force the tUt axis, O. Ues
about in the middle of the root. There are two re,10n8 of
pre. aure (vertically shaded) aDd two ..e.ioD. of pull horiZODtally shaded, ly1nl cU.ametricaUy opposite each other.
The .reat••t force act. in the zon•• 1 &Dd 5 (marlm and
apexh a mucb smaller ODe act. in the 1I0ne. Z aacl " (Dearer
the ceDter). no force at all in the :lone 3 (cater of the root).

6

;f\

1\ ..
~_
\

A

,,

\

B

aeproducM from Salamu CPrlDclpl•• aad Prevention of OrthodoDtic.1951
FIGURE 2

TIPPING OF A MOVED TOOTH
Fi,ure 2A. Sud8teclt (1904 and 1(05) state. that the tooth moves by the
force, P, and tUt. &road . . axts, 0, lyinS. Uttle apically from
the center of the root. By thb tneaDa two region a of presaure an4
pull arl... lylng diametrically opposite. In the regions of preasUZ'e
the old alveolar boDe is resorbed (jagged llne); in the regions of
pull new bone is ad4ed (hori.ontal ahadina). Gray shacUng shows
alveol&r bone without trUlsio!'matioa.
Fipre ZB.
Oppenheim (l9U a4 1928) states that the tooth moved by
the toree. p. tilts around. . . axls, O. lyiDg on the apex. Therefore,
there is only one side of pre.sure. and one side of pull. On both
aides, the alveolar boDe opens iDto a tranaltlOD&l spoDlY bone,
whose elements are arranged vertically to the surface of the tooth
(horlsOIltal ahaclma). On the sid. of pull. thie newly formed
transitional bone is re80rbed U-s.ed. line). CD the side of pull
n .... ho. . is &d.d.ecJ.. Gray shading shows the old mtranaformed
alveolar hoae at a c"eater distance from the moved tooth.

1

re.iOll of the Il"eate.t p!'e.sue are I"emev".

When all the necrotic

material i ...emoved, the tooth a.sume. at ODe ptaU a Dew po.itlOD.

Suds'"t callecl this proc •••

!!!!. ua4ermlDiDg

re80!'2!ion.

AccorcUDI to Gottlieb a4 ()aob. . (1931):

The phys101o,lc width of the peri.040Dtal membrane
is that width wbleh it attains wbe the tooth is in
furac:tioa. Blolo,ic: wlclth is the w14th of the pel"io..
dontal membrane of a tooth not in function.
'11le physiologic width of the periodontal metnbraae they found
to be greater than the biologic: width.

It ts oBly wheD the pre.sure applie4 on the tooth c.u.•••
the width of the perlodolltal membraee to become 1•••
than the biologic width would b. if the tooth were out
of facti_. tbat ..e80:rptloa of the .clJacent hard boDe
takes place through activatioa of the periodontal fiber ••
Re80rption 4epead.. not ODlyon the amount of pre. sure.
applied, but also OR the amount of compre.sion produced
011 the p8l'iodoDtal membl'....
OotWeb (1943) says:

The theoretical leleal of tooth movemeat is the compl'e•• ion
of the periodontal membl'aa. to such a degree that 1t CaD
perform frontal reaorpUOD of the boa. and furai8h place for
further tooth movement. without damagia, the ccmnective
U•• ue of that periodoatal membr.e.
The chief dWerence between Saud.tedt'. findings and thoae of

Oppenheim appear. in the foUowbl, statement: "The lamellae of the
compact alveolar bone become opae. out a. the reault of weak forc ••
by the influ. .e of pl'e •• ure ud pull OD both sidea of the moved tootia;

ad tlle boae transform. itaell' into a trueltiODal spongiosa. the elements

8

of which .,e ar.......d ia the direction of force.
Op~lm's

H

coaclust.oaa are aAowII in Figwre ZB.

tUt., as Anale .ays, from the apex.

The tooth

The llortaontally shaded puts are

trusformed alveolar boDe, both on the a14. of pr••aure aDd on the sW. of
pull.

On both

.We.

of the moved tooth the alveolu boae 1. trall.formed

over a wide area arouad the tooth.
an_l_

Oft

The e1am_.s of the . . . boDe 81"e

beth sid.s ia the direcUora 01 force.

The newly fonned

alve.lar bo•• on the side 01. pre ••ue is resoaobed a10ag the Jaaae4 liD••
The differ. . . U•• bl the fact that Oppenheim d.scribed this old
alveolar boae a .....wl, formed boae, .et ve..tically to the di..ectiOD 01

pre••ure, bee au•• the free ends were surroUDcled by thick osteoid

boRera.
Schwus (193Z) atate. that atrOlla force affect. differeDt teeth with

dW.,.nt and vuyiD, lat.slty.

The movement of a siDsle tooth by

a strODg tUtiug force must al.o procluce all Gear... of biologic effect. from
the Sh'OD,e.t to the weake.t.

The pre.sure of the tootb acttag againa,

the -.lveolus decre••••• s it apPl"Oacluts Ute axil of %'Otatia. . 8... the
iOl'ce

is ••1'0.

Moyera (1950) feela that rather thaD. .peak of what

011. applluc.

or ....other can do ill the way of movinl teeth, perhaps, it would be rno.. e
correct to apeale of what the periodolltal membraae wUl allow cae appliace
to achieve &tld. what it will not permit another.

His article d.eals _tb

,
')

physioloSic limitaticDI ud th. tis.ue responsible for them.
The pertodolltal membrane, situatect. aa it is betweera the root aad.
the alveolar boae. acte •• the tooth's natural shock absorber.

'nle

l"piDelpal ftbere .erve a. auspensal'y Ulament. allowing the tooth to move
Il\

emall, but perceptible, amount clwtial blt1nl an' mastic_loa.

More

irnpoJ'taat for the orthedolltiat. Ws membraae is made up ()f the .ODD_d.y.
tblue from which are generated the ceU. that make tooth movemeata
posstble.

Little is bown about thts ge.erative p ..oce •• , but both

ad.ocl.st. and osteoblast. have their ol'lli. in cOlmeclive tissue aDd. 80
witho. the.e transient osseous ceUulu etemat. the speciality of Ol'tbodoutlc8 would not extat.
The maintenance of good capWary fU1'letion in the period.oDtal
memb..

aD. ia of prime importal'Jce to the orthodontist siDoe an adequate

nutrient blood aupply ia nece ••ary to bz-iDS about the leaesis of
and osteoblast....

o,~teocla.t.

'lb. blood supply of tha periodontal memb1:u. aria••

from three BOurC.I, (1) pe1:iaplcal v ....l8 {oUlld in the medullary bone.
(2) v •• eel. which feed the peJ'iocioatal membrane fl'Om the abaaival mucosa
and. periosteum. 8Ild. (3) va.Hls which eater the memb1:an. from the
alveo1a1: wall.

There 18. of course. much aastomoeins of the vessels.

The orthodontic sigfti£icaace of this anastomosing is tb.at if one of the
8ourc •• of blood 1s cut off the remaining ve ••els cua still brill, about
1:epair and releneration.

10
When an orthodontic force presses the tooth against the perlociorlhl

membrane. even the lighteat force, wUl show compression, and. it will
show a straightening of the fibers on the opposite side of the tooth.
Wh_ ve.sel. are caught betwe.., fibers thus being stretched they assu.rne
aft

This straining of the perl040ntal fibers is the

oval appearance.

it'litiatm, mecluul1slJl to!' the realignment of the alveolar trabeculae,

a condition called traaaitiooal bone by Oppenheim.

CD the pressure side

there Is a greater teadency to les8_ the blood flow.
force 18 r8qubed. to

Actually very HUl.

bra, about actual at••is i:n the periodoJllta1 v •••els.

Wh.ea stasts occua. aSld it happens often with moat orthodontic appliances,
it m.a:aa that a. portion of the me.br... vader,o •• 8tr&1llulatioftt necrosis

aa4 regtmeration before actual tooth movemeot will be

8~.rted..

(Moyer.)

Thls b the i . .eral picture in the membra. before the resorptive and
depository proc ••••• have belUll. However. the picture varle. ,.with the
m . . .r of force &pplieatioD and the way irl which the tooth is to be mO'l'ec1.
TipPiaa a tooth 8ndaDge,.. it. blood supply; however, the reasOll

pennaueat damage is Dot dOH i. due to the rich ana.tamoeiDa of the

el..

v •••

The membJ'ane Is cl'ulhed at the alveolar cre.t on one eide anel

j"et above the apee of the root
lighte.t pre •• ur•• are

OD

the opposite aide unle •• the vel'y

USM.

Bodily movemeat pre • •ta a different problem...

1."1* ie the

11

simultaneous movement 01 the croWD and apex of the root iD the aame
direction.

WIle tJ'ue bo4Uy movement is undertaken all tJuoe. 8O\U"c.a

of blood .upply for the perlodODtal membrane are cut off Oft the aide of
pressure, an4 a l ••••inl of the rate of blood flow in the ten.Jon side.
The daniel' of I'd! dama,e S. Ireater siftce aU the po,aibUittes of
collateral circulation are removed.

The clinical 1'. apon •• la much slower

becau.... larger ....,1011 of releDeration must be UDd.rtakera before
movemnt

CD

WhU. bodUy movemeDt may often he more cleslrecl

bella.

from a mechanical Viewpoint, it 1. difficult to attaiD physiologically.

Th. appUatlce. de.tped to move t ••tll bodily are the moat diffioult to uaa
in a ,entle ma.rmer.

When a force acting parallel to the loag axle of the

tooth 1s applied the atire surface area of the periodoatal membr&ft. i.

compH.'''' &Jamat the bone.

It will havfJ to be regenerated ia its

atirety and resorption mu.t take place over tile entire alveolus 1:tefore
movam_ts can be realized. (Moyers)
No aia,l. factor Umlts and coatrols the orthodontic therapy

80

mucb

as the physiologic respoflse ot the periodontal membrane to iftduced
pressures and Hl'ainS.

It cletermlD•• whether tooth movement is

po ••ible or not, at what rate ad ma:maer and. to some extent, wbether

the tooth will l'etaiD its new position.

II

Moyere (.1950) etate" and it is basie 'knowledge. u.i::
AU tooth movements eat'! 'be de8Cribed aa beiDg (1) tipping,
(2) iDtruiolU, (3) extrusion., (4) bodily rnovemeata,
(5) rotational movemat., of (6) comblDattone of th•••
(FiIUI'8 3).
While "",e speak loo.sely ot what ora. e.pplianee
win do. and what another is unable to achieve, we wouW.
be more correct to speak of what the periodoatal membr8l'le
will allow one appliaaee to. de and what 1t dente. aaotael'. It
The periodOfltal membrane is invo.lved in tho •• boa. altel'atio1la
it. two way.: (1) periodontal fibers contmue into the alveolar boDe and thu

forces brought againat the tooth are tran.mitted throuah the periodoatal
membrane to the alveolue; (Z) the truslent osseous cellular e1eme1lts wJ:aich
alter the trabecular framework o.f the alveolu. m.ay find thei.. origiD in the
periodolltal membr&De.

Several factors afleet the initiation of thla process of chaDge in the
periodontal membrane ancl bone incident to. the plaeem8Dt of . . activated

appliance.

I'bat there i. the amount of force, it. . . . .1" weight 1ft
., grams

01' OUDceo; eec011d is the distance the force i. active; ad thbd. the length

Ctf time the !oll'ce ill applied.

Since the capillary blood. pressure is

approximately 25 Im/aquare em.. any foree In exceS8 of this amount is
certain to dimbdah periodontal blood flow.

The average thickneas of the

pe1"iodontal membrane in the human being is ill the neighborhood cf

o. Zmm. j

therefore. foree. active over a greater distance will interrupt

the blood flow.
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TIPPING

INTrUJSTON

BODILY MOVEMENT

ElCTRU~ION

FIGURE

3
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Aa exee •• tve force 4irecte4l puoallel to taG loa, we of tile tootIJ.
(bodily movemeet) will eompre ••
.....iatt the _cloli. . boae

ta. _ti..e pel"iodoatal . . .br...

Almost total .....bl'......e • •e ..at.1oa _.at

take place, ad witb. , ..eaUy 4J.m1ai.lMcl blood

now U .aaeou chea,••

.. re to oecar.

A. expect... •• l"ev.I'••
._dy.

is f t . _ . teetIl ....

beiaa

laO"'"

A. loa, a. a .81'Y UI1t.t lOR. I.. appU". tile •••eatial periodoatal

c• •, •• wW. appeal' quickly u4 boa. tJo".'ol'm..u... will occur l''''U,.

- "•••lea

til. lol"c. o£tea ca••••••, ...b.teld., . . . .omp......._ of

til. flbera tIla' perio4oata1 blood 4 ... 1. oac. mo... lap......

Bbtolo&ic atudle. do IlOt coafl.l"m the a .. of tbe phR••
uplayaioloaic tootll mo.__.t" wIwa reierl"iaI to mod.... o~tic

.ppUaace..

"'1&ri1••• 01 how tile move mat

mlaJd be ctaaaWecl.

tile

periocloatal membl"_ taaow. aotbla, of aunb.1' 01' . . , . of arck wil'e.,

it .1mply react. 'biololically to wet.llt of fOl'ce appUcadoa. eU.tac. of

fol"•• appUcattoa. aa4 cluzaUoa of time tile force ia actiYe.

Roua4 wil"e

appUaac •• caa .ffec. ttppfaa aove_eat. . .aUy.............. tIM ol'diaaJoy
1'\11.•• ofll.... ioN. appUcadoa

0 • •1' . . .Ilon

cl1.taac..... 0)) ••1'''...

a.tela,ie .ectioaa do aot bear out the claim that til. lip' .ppllcatto. of
rOUB4 wi&-. mechaalc. wUll'••u1t lD 'bodily lIlO.emeat of teeth.

(AccorcUD,to Moye...).
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t:rue bodily movem.eDt of t .... 1a ae Watololle ••cUoa..
tl'D

tlaat

1Nt•••••m_te

ordtaarUy neel

&1".

" • •poD • • •ppea.. a

"8eel.

But it 1. al••

of tile force. !alae..eat wlthlD dU. appUaace ... It ie

completely "}'ODd tile limUe of pe..lo4oatal to1el'&1lCe

qu1te 80meUme aftel' It mtpt if • 1tallte.. actloD we...

&xperlmeatal elate. allow tIaat root l'e801'pdoa. u . cau." more

e••Uy with . . ",.wi•• appUace aacl tJae pia .... tabe app11aace daaa ...,

otta.r. teat".

From

&

pn.ctical ataa4poiat. til••••twll. . . . .m to

ne .Wy by Z....I' . . . MUle. . . (1956, . . . . . . . to d.t.rmlae
the effect . . the perioclODtal .truchlr•• aot oal y of mechaalcall,. 1aclu.c"
..
• tr••••• bat of till. effect comb'" with t1aat wfllell mi,hl be proctuce4 by

.,..temlc .tr..... INCh •• Jaypoala, ,l'avUatloaal forc... eap.t••ive

dlsp1ac.meat of 1'OO's dwoqh tJae appli. . li1l1w-lablal force . .s
. .&luted by mea.uem_'s of the wiAItIl. of the labta1 . . . U•• W mar.laal

.taadarii.e bee&u.e the tee• •tu4iecl had IIOt alway. completely erupt...
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membrane width (labiolinlual periodontal m.mbrane width bad.x) was
chosen empirically a8 the criterion and is referred to a8 umarlinal index. tt
Results: The mar,inal indices of teeth not 8ubjected to dental traumatism
are, on the average, .lightly .maller than aity.

Ia the aba.ce of

dental traumathm the application of the systemic .tr••••• studi.d was
not ... sociated with

aD

appreciable chuS. of median marginal index.

A marked reduction of the meeliu marginal inclex appeara to be a characteriatic of the type of dental traumatism applied ill this lDve.ti,ation.

The

que.Uon .. s to whether or not the aup.ratitioa of .yatemic anel dental
traumatism. is aa.ociated with a further reduction of median marainal
index cannot be decided with certainty, 1D vie.. of the limited sample aise.
The Chall,.S of the periodontal membraae width were aot
silnificantly different whether twenty or forty ,rams, cluring one or two
days, w.re applied.
the monk.ys.

Ther. . .ere no c:liffereac •• due to diff.rent ale. of

ID teeth aeven 4&ya UDd.er local mechanical .trea., a tr. .cl

towarcl the lowe.t inclices waa found.

Qualitative Periodontal Tis.ue

Changes: The qualitatlve tla.ue chaD,e. aS80ciated. with the application of
local mechaDieal forces to the crowna were neero.is, deleneration,
circulatory disturbanc.s, osteoclasia, and formation of new bone.

The

p.l'104ontal tis.u. changes were most pronoacecl in the marlina! and
apical pr••• ure aone. and marainal ten8ion aon.8 of the periodontal
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membran..

Pre.sure an4 tension BOne. occu.r because of the tipping

of the roots within the alveolus (Fl,ul'e 3).
The forces necrotizing the periodoatal membrane someUmes
squee •• the necrotic material throulh the autrie.t caa" into the adjacent
bone marrow spaces, thus producing what could be called a tlperlo4oatal
hernia. II

Thls was found to be true at the labio-mar,iDal pre.sue

OIl the ten.loa side the tissue dama,e was less pronounced. It
COD.isted. maiDly of de,enerattve chaa,es. hyaUaiaatioa of the connective
ti.sue aa4 hemorl'ha,e. O.teoclasia; osteoclastic activity was .. eaularly
fouad ira pre ••ure .oae. 01 aU the . .tmal..

If pre.sure leel to aeeros" of

the periodontal membr..... the o.teocla.t. were seen only at the border
of the aeerotic segment where the tis.ues did DOt 10 •• their vitality.

The

'.
o.teoclasts undermined the alveolar bone that was opposite the necrotic
ar....

Oaly iD rare ia.tuce. did osteoclastic resorptiora of the root

c.m.ntum occur.
New boa. formation: New borae formation occurred on the l_er
bo.y .ieie in t ...ion soaes ael

OIl

the outer alveolar side of pre ••ure lIOfte •.

The o.teoblast ....e ..e fOUDd at the alveolar bo.e .urface and al.o orlented
parallel to the futu.re Sharpey fiber..

Ne" bone formation would be fouad

when the local .tr••••• had b.e. applied for forty-eight hour..

It was
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very definUe after .even daya.
It waa .atabUshed that the monkey. subjecte4 to orthodontic tooth
displacemeat exhibit a narrowing of the pe:rloctoatal membrane oa the siele
toward which a. tooth h beinl movect.

If the mar,laa! iadex ia bemg

employed a. the criterion of effect, a redaction of this Index will ensue.
ConcemiDg force value. and mode of application of force to move
teeth at the most favorable rate, and. with least tissue damale

an.

pain,

Storey and Smith (1952) remark that the question of whether there ia an
optimum force that wUl atve the best results has not been anawered. up to
the present; nor has the question of whether force should be applie4
continuously or intermittently been unered.

Th.s. wtiters u ••d the

ectlewise mechanism for experiments with wire spring forces of varyiaa
valu.es to move caniDe teeth distally.

First permaDat molars, together

with second premolars. weI'. used. as uehorage for the springs tO'move

cumes distally iDto the first prem.olar extraction spaces.
Their results showed that a IimUar behavior of the teeth occurred
in all cases studted.

They fouac:l that there is u optimum l'anse of force

values that should be usee! to produce a maximum rate of movement of
the canin..

This optimum force did not produce any discernible movement

of the molar anchor u.nit durin, the period that th•• e experiments ..ere
conducted..

This force ran.e for moviDg the canine d.istally extncts from
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150 to. ZOO ,ram •.

By increasing the forc. above thla optimum raDge, the

rate of movemellt of tbe caniDe deere•••• and fiDally approache •••1'0.
Also, with

aD

mereas. of feree. appreciable movement of the motu anchor

Ullit appears to be con.latent with til. behavior of the canine tooth, siDce the

ratio. o.f area o.f contact of teeth with bone in the canbse and m.elar uebar

alt, is approximat.ly 3:8. The maximum rat. of m.sial movement ef th.
molar aehor Wlit occur" in the hiah raDS. ef ferce values. 100 to 500
.rams.

Whn the force was below 100 grams for the molar anchor unit.

neither tooth moved appreciably.
very littl.

01'

WIlell heavy sprill,s we ..e first activate4,

no meveme.t ef the clUdae occurred.

lastead, tbe melar

anchor unit moved III a very marked. fashion UDtU tbe force exerted by the
aprill, hacl decrea.ed to tbe

ru,. of

200 to 300 grams.

the culiae. were actiag a. anchor teeth. ad the

teeth were the teeth belD, mov".

TIlt s meaas that

.e~called

molal' aDchor

With values Ireater thaD 300 Brams,

there 18 no appreciable movement of the cubae anel u appreciable movement of the melar anchor ail.
Altheugh the work of the •• iIIv.ati.ators was purely experhrl,ultal,

and their fmcU••• were

80t

applied. by them fer full tr.atm.nt ef c ..... with

fixed ..ppllucee, th.y atate that their experimute have already yielded.
sufficient evidence to. be used a. a baai. fer future d ••lpiftl of flxe<1

applince. suitable for univer.al tooth mav.meat.

2.0

The tentative explanation given by Storey a.nd Smith for the
d1fferent rate. of movement of canine. and molars. under heavy !t)l'ce ••
is that the behavior conforms to the cOl1cept of undermining re.orption, aa

pre.ented by Sandatedt, and later su.pported by Schwarz.
The force. found by Smith and Storey (195Z) to be most !avol"able
for tooth movement from the standpoint of rapldi1:y and. U •• u.. tolerance,
are m.uch lower than those exerted by the edgewtae arch wire.
that there is
h

DO

DO

They fouad

evicteDce for the claJ.ms of earUer inve.Ugators that there

value for the forces which will brin, about tooth movement without

causing some damale to the tis au.. .

When inv.atlsating this qu.estion of

U.aue dama,e, neither Oppenheim

Gottlieb aave accu.rate value. for

DOl'

the forces used..
Hald.ersoD, Johns, aad Moyers (1953) .tate:
ID many tnstaftce. the force exerted. by the edgewhe arch '.
wire is 01. the very high value of over two pouncis, or
approximately 900 grams, whieb. cause. a pathogeDic::
t18 sue respon.e.
Clinicians usbt, the eeI,ewiso mec::huism have learnod
that to stut their cases with a s.rie. of Hiht round wires
is to fac::Uitate the movement of t.eth. Thb is sound therapy
for two reason.: (1) it takes a. much ad.vaAtage of tipping
Movements as is possible and (1) It ulUizes force. much.
li,hler thaD are possible with a standard eelgewise wire.
R.eitan (1957) has shown that

0110

of the fir ilt signs of orthodontic

forcell . .ce.ding two hu.:adred. grams is that of the lack of cellular activity
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which is later followed by hyalinization in the pel"iodoratal U,amerat.
Therefore, in retracting caniDa teeth. i! exce •• ive lorce. are applied we
can expect an impairment in, 11 not a complete ce ••ation of ceUular
a.ctivity re.ponsible for direct alveolar resorption and, thereby, a lack of
canine movement.

What may happeD, on the other haDd.. is that this force

which prevents direct resorption and distal ruovement at the aite of the
canine can, wheD distributed over the I reate I" root sudaca are.. of the
teeth in the anchorage unit, permit forward movement of the •• teeth through
direct resorption since the lorc •• aJ."e now within the physiololic limits
nec •• sary lor movement of the •• te.th.

In e ••ence, this amounts to

placing a li,hter force on the teeth in the anchor... e w'lit than u.pon the
canine. and the bone re.ponse here begiD. withiD twenty·-four to thirty, aix
hour s whUe the 1enlthy procedure of uauermining re.orptioD in the area
distal to the

cum. te.th wUl require a

.,

cOD.leierabie amoUDt of tll11e.

explama &Dehora,e breakdoWD durina the retraction 01 canine teeth.

'l'bia

The

opposite of this occura . - the uchora.e unit 18 .table - - when cuines are
retracted usmg light lorcee.
A number of researchers. amonl them ;Stuteville (1937 &Dei 1938),
Sichel' aDd Weinmann (1955). Reitan (1951 ancl1956), Wents, Jarabak and
Orban (1958), concur and. have shown that the physiology of the periodontium

and the ceUular activity o! the periodontal bone it,ell are affected ill

!

, I
I,

',I

I

different ways clepending upon the types and/or clegre.s of orthodontic
forces which may be .elected aDd used to control the movement of teeth.
rhe pietl.'lre of the bone activity which occurs in the areas
which aurl'oUDcl teeth moved. orthod01'ltically ca. be
attributed, in general. to the delree of stimulation of the
normal physiology of the periodoatium. This 4.gree of
sUmulati01l of the normal periodontal physiology is
affected by the i_t4m.tty. mapltucle, ud. duratiOll of the
forces used to control the movement of teeth. (Jarabalt 1<)59).
Wentz, Jarabak and Orban (1958) showed in their experimeat that
und.ermining resorption which was iDcluced througb tooth Jig,ling. created
by the forces of traumatic occ1usi08,

Ca cycle of crushing. uaderminin,

resorption. repail', and heavy activation .,aln) produces a large perlodontal space containing hyaliniaed connective tissue ad. osteoid tissue on
both sWe. of the tooth which is poorly org_becl.

The larger the perio-

d.ontal .pace become. (d.ue to more jig,ling), consequently the more
oateold anel more hyalinize4 t1&8ue is created.

As this process is

continued, these teeth become more and more mobile.
Osteoid tissue is not bo.e aDel, therefore, CaDDot be
expected to, and ct.o •• Dot. re.pond to the.e force.
in its pattern of activity ae doe. bone. (Jarabak 1<)59).

There is an implication in the for.,oiD, material that there is 80W'
a Deed for an appliance that will deliver luifici.ently light force aDd at the
ame time, accomplish universal tooth movem.ents throughout treatmemt.
·'lteiner (1953) in considering the question of arch wire force.
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believes that any tooth movement might be accomplished with one
adjuatmeDt if the arch wire were to be reduced suf!ictently in

8iz~.

This.

he £eels, has been proven by all who have used 0.018 inch or even O. OZZ

meh round steel arch wire in competition with heavier ones.

He states

that the edgewise appliance principle. may be a.pplied 80meday by using
an arch wire of extremely elastic metal of a diameter which may be only
a small fraction of that of the cros. section o{ the present one8.

Bteiner

also points out that to ,ain much tooth movement. whether it be rotation.
torquing. or mesial or distal tipping, a great deal of force must be
applied to distort the short rigid section of the edgewise arch wire enou8h
to accomplish power deUvery.
The purpose ot the article by Bell (1956) i. to ct•• cribe a technic
for the application of optimum forces lor tooth movement usin, staUde ••
steel round arch wire O. 016 inch in diameter.
Bell points out that the us. of th.iD round st.el arch wlre raises th.

standard
of re.ults, as it .UmiDate. the exc.ssively hlah forces that are
,
exerted. by rectangular arch wire; elllO. active treatment time is I'l!'eatly
reduced.

He f.el. that the orthodontic force value. that

''l·. used cause

least discorn!ort to patients, least loosening of the teeth. and le •• t clamaae
to tooth investing tiesues. whU. at tbe same time .they are also the forces
that move teeth the moat rap1cl1y and are the moat easUy appUed and

I
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controlled forees.
In this technic. advantage is taken of the principle

t.~at

for moving

anterior teeth with small root surface area, relatively light arch wire and
rubber ligature forces produce the most rapid movement with the least
disturbance to tooth ,investing tissues.

At the same time. these light

forces leave the larger-rooted. posterior anchor teeth almost stationary.
Conversely, relatively large forces cause the anterior teeth to resist thE=
pressure, so that the anterior teeth can be made to operate

6.3

anchol'

teeth, as they then move only very slowly, while with this large force the
posterior teeth, the socalled anchor teeth, move very rapidly.
Values are given in grams for the appropria.te forces for
accomplishing differential tooth movement.

It is possible to utilize

extraction spaces more fully to move either the upper. the lower, or both
dental arches f'urther forward or backward in the jaw;i while c::losin'g
extraction spaces due to the application of the principles of differential
force.

The use of differential orthodontic forces makes it possible to

carry out simultaneously, and with much greater efficiency, the various
groups of tooth movements, such as opening up deep incisor overbites,
aligning crowded teeth, closing extraction spaces, correcting anteroposleriCi
occlusal malrelations of all teeth, and bringing down impacted teeth with
hooks cemented into them.

When all groups of tooth movement are
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carried cut simultaneously with differential forces, each group movement
reciprocally aids all other group movements so that they are all more
successful and more easily accomplished.

Furthermore, hecauae tILe

employment of differential forces in a reciprocal manner makes it
oossible to move teeth more completely to required positions without aho
moving anchor teeth, it is unnecessary to carry out the well-known preIhrdnary operation in Class I and Class II cases of putting treatment into
raverae with Class In intermaxillary elastic s. fortified by extra ol·a.l
anchorage, in order to prevent

Cla~1s

n

ca 11sing mandibular anchorage failure.

intermaxillary elastics from
Extra ord anchorage. in the form

of high-pull headgear, ma.y be required in the treatment of deep overbite
cases with this technic.
The order of procedure of treatment of any eases with this technic
differs in several respects from that with the edgewise mechanism".

An

important difference is that, from the beginning and throughout tl"eatm<lnt
with this technic, movements of all teeth are simultaneously set in motion
along the shortest, most cUrect paths to the positions the teeth wID occupy
at completion of treatmant.

Elabora.te precautions are necessary to

prevent mandibular anchorage failure when the orthodox edgewise technic
is usea.

Tooth movements are put i., reverse by using CladS III

intermaxillary elastic 9 for a time during treatment by the edgewise technic.

Z5

Thia careful preparation to prevent m&DClibular uchora,e faU"re

is UDDecessary when uama tile thin rGUIlclarch wire because optimum
orthodontic forc •• are exerted by it.
Prevention of Maac1ibulal' Anchora.e J'aUure

_.*

Wb.eD small

diameter roUDcl arch wire tecute is ua.d, m&r.&dlbular uchorale failure.
even in the most pronoUDcec1 Cla.s

n ca.e. witb blmaxU1al'Y protru.ion

and tooth crowdJ.a., doe. not occur, even if such proc.du.... ae dietal

..

(bivlnl canine te.th into extraction .pac•• an4 wearinl of Cla••

n ela.ties

are cal'rle4 out .imultueoualy.
Mvantage. of u.ia. 41fferntial 10l'ce - - .An important a4vantaae of
the employment of 4We1"_tlal force 18 that it i. pos.ible, wbile clo .....
extraction .pace., to place aU the teeth ba the dental arch either .11ahtly
further fOl'W8.rd

01'

back In the J...... by appropriate variation of the force

from apace··clo8tn. ela.tics.

Of covse. thi. can be done to aa ••teDt

oaly within tlle limits of tAe site. of the extraction .pac•••
Th. us.fulDe •• of x- ray a8 weU ... the micro.cope has b.en lon,
valued in the obs.rvation aacl dia,BOsi. of the aormal a8 well as tlle
patlloloa1c dental picture.

Now, it is common practice for dental

examinations and periocllc carle.
radiograph..

check~up.

to begin with mtra-oral

Unfortunately. it is quite UIlcommOD for the o1"thodontist to

take or ever refer to mt1",,-o1"al x-rays O1lce the treatment bas beeD

2;6
iDitiated.

It is wUortunat., in my opinion. becau•• the orthodontist is

overlooking a iine indicator of treatmeat progr.s. iD the mba-oral

radiograph.

I would.

DOW

like to develop the literature as it pertains

to the ra.d.lolraphic pictur. of the teeth iD their bony eaviroarnent aDd ill

particular the cribriform plate.
T.leront,Goaraphy. as discussed briefly by Schwua (1'57), 18
a comparatively Dew techaic which, uafo .. tuaately. ia h&rcUy us ... ia

dentistry.

In cOlltrast to the customa.. y roentleDOaraphic t.chnics, ill

tel.roeal••aography the x-ray tub. ia placeel at a 41at_ce of about .bc f ••t
from the plat. to obtaia para11e1iarn of rays &ml to avoid distortion ••

T.leroentleJl0lr..pay del. the 4iaaaoais in in.tanc.s of malocclusions. fracture s of the t ••th ancI. Jaw., periociontal ell......, aucl ill
looatill, for.ign bocU•• and impacted t ••th.

It m ..y be ueeelia the

foUowing lastanoes: (1) whoa ells-proportions exist b.tween the teeth .....

th.ir apical ba ••• : (a) whee tooth extractioDs for orthocloatic purpo ••• s ••m
iaclleatH and a clear d1&po.ls ie not obtaiDabl. by laterpretatioD of
rO.DtgeDograms taken by the usual means, and. whel'. s.vere cl.tonnatioDe
exiet, and the compariaoD with the etudal'ci pl'OfUe appeal's to be Dece.--

sary to obu.la proper compeDsatioll.
In fUms or p1ct\lre. taken by teleroentgeD0lraphy. the parallelism of

the raya 18 aecureel. aad d18tortions.impairia, the correct int8I'pretatioD'.
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are avoided..
Elf.nbaum (1958) feel. that bodily or tipping movement of a tooth
under orthodontic intlueace. is exhibited. radiolraphically by resorptioD of
the cribriform plate in area. in 'Which pre. sure is being exerted _4 _
.ppoailion of the cortical bone in the area. of ta8ton.

hl this mamaer the

cribriform plate will appear thicker in the are•• of tel'lSiOD and. tbimlel' in
the areas of pre ••ul'e.

After the orthodontic: treatment has be. .

completed the cribriform plate reaaiDs ita lIOftnal appearaace.

When

a tooth Is being tipped the center of rotation may be readily determlae4 by

DotiDa the proportioa of lacrea•• in the width of cribl'ilorm plate in the
t •• sion

al'ea8.

BodUy movements al'e demoD.strated by an even thickaeel

cribriform plate in the teasioD area.

A tooth which has beea tipped. lDto _

e4.entulous area by ocelusloa ahowe the cribriform plate to be thickened Oil

the ald. toward. which the tooth is bela, Upped..

The bonD tl'abeculatloa.

are arr&D." at right anIle. to the new ancl he.'vier cribriform p1ate. thus,
reinforcbag it like the timbere ia a mine ehaft.

Thb picture d.Wer. from

one ba which there 14 a reduction 1D the thickne •• of cribriform plate

eaus.ct by root pre •• ure when a tooth is bemg moved orthodontically.
The racUodontic appearance of the cribriform plate has been
repeatedly d••cJ'ibed as an "even thin white line surrounding the tooth root. I
This d ••cJ'lptioll would 1... oae to believe that this line is found

za
characteristically surround.ing every normal tooth root.
Updegrave (1958) did not find this to be so regardles. of the tecbalc

I
I

I
i

It is the exception rather than tb~ rule to see a root
completely outlbt.d with a tbJa dear-cut, uniform
radiopaque line. Even in radiographs of .ingle·
rooted teeth. made with various teclm1c •• the
cribriform pla.te ea.naot always be 8een in its entirety.
The vbualhsation of the cribriform plate is aU'ected by the

InciiYfidually distinctive patterns of both cueeUou8 and cortical bon.
overlying the roots of the teeth.

It rna,. be observed that the cribrifol'ftl

plate is .een more clearly outlining the roots of the anterior te.th iA the
maadible.

n.s

is due to the thinness and close proximity of the

~ortica1

plate. to the single root. wh1ch leave little room for canceUou. boa..

Th.

shape of the roots thomllel".e .. also infiuence. the clarity of cribriform
plate visualization.

A root with brod. labio -llDaual or hucco -liDaQl

d.iameter and hlunt apex b most favora.bly iQrn"Led to show the outline of the

cribriform plate throu,bout its complete length.
olten call be

trac~d

The cribriform. plate

on the lateral liiUl'f'aces of the root but is lost as the apex

b approached .ine. the greatest bucco .. lingual width of the cribriform

plate is located at the cervical region, this portion appears more radlopaqu4I
than the apical portion.

The resw.t is a blendIng of the apical portion into

the adjacent cancellous bone and a 10s8 o! detail in the area (Filure 4).
Another contra.d.icUon to the neven white line" 18 the apparent lack of

.FIOURE "
COMPARATIVE THICKNESSES OF THE BUCCO-LINGUAL
WIDTH Oi' THE CAlBIUFORM PLA'Ii;
A T THE CERVICAL AND APICAL
PORTIONS OF THE ROOT
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~J..niformity

of width.

2ince

hon~ ~esponds

structu:tes adapting to rlll1t::th.)nd

to phyE'iologic f')rces (internal

c,t:::-esf':~s),

it

i~:;

logic'!!.! to expect evidence

of this to be recorded in bone that surrolmds the teeth so closely.

Histologic evide!1Ce shows that in tooth movement t.l:le bony wall of
the alveoht:3 is re:30rbeo in the direction in which the tooth is moving, and

new bone is £orrned on the ...,yall unde::, traction.

Th-icker>lng of any portion

of the cribriform plate:;,! idly develC'ped, non pathologi.c teeth could

therefore be a ch:.-e to stre.3 s being exerterl in that dh."ecHon.
Shanks and K(!r1ey (1951> have stated:
The reason tr.'\e lamina d,ura is seen in a radiograph
and can be distinguished from the surrounding
alveolus is that the bone of which it consists ig
denser and therefore more radiopaque than the
surrounding struct'.:.rea.
Goldman. Millsap and J'.renman (1957) helieve that this is not
the reason the alveolar bone prope:t (lamin;:\

dill' a)

shows a.s a thin '.

radiopaque line, hut that it is due instead tfJ the shape of the tooth svcket.
The tooth socket heing oblong. the rays are not passing through Just
a single width c'! the alveolar hone proper, hut throllgh many timeE'l itfi
width.

Thif3 also explains why the i.nferi'H bordel" of the mandU",le shows

up as a radiopaque hand.

The ,)uter cortical plate and the inner cortical

plate join in a curvature so that the rays ::tre

~)afJsing

through much l'nol'e

cortical bone at this cu.rvature than in the mid(llo of the tooth.

Actually,

31
hoth reasons are sign1!icet in the visua.l establishment of the cribriform
plate radiographically_

CHAPTERl1I

MA TElUALS AND METHODS

A.

Subjects lave.tigated
Twenty four chUdren. belDl treatecl by the flve graduate orthodontic

sttldent8 in the cla8. belium, June 1959 at Loyola University School of
Dentistry. were u.sed la this lDvestigatioa.

The group of ch11clren was

composed of thirteen females ud eleva male..
m.aterial by a,e is pre.eated hi Table I.

The cUatribuUon of the

The patients were selected for

use iD W. stuely because they wel'e all being treatee! by the lipt forces
techale.

ADother reason for their selection w ... that they ....el'e

all

started hi thei!' cour.e. of treatm._t by the Il'aduate studeDt. lD the
Orthodontie Departmet of Loyol.. Um.er.ity f)(:hoolof Dentistry. aDd
their records eould be made simultaneously from the time immediately
prior to the placement of the areh wires to the compl.tioD of the
preparation of the mandibular uehorage WIlts. Four intra-oral
roentgenogram I were taken

OIl

each patient for a total of ninety-two.
32
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TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MA TElUAL BY AGE

TOTAL

AGE
(y. &1'. )

1

<)

10

u

3

u
13

3

14
16

1

18

1

,-

Me.

,

12.22

Total

24

v~-N'S TOW€'/i>.s, LOYP{A
UNI¥¢RSITY

"
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B.

Methods of Study
The methods used to obtain data for this study were from two

sources as follows: (1) A lateral cephalometric headplate waa made for
each patient usin, the Uaiveraal Cephalometrix apparatus (Fl"ur. 5);
(2) A heactepanDer for headpositioldnl and orientation, conatl"UCted. by

F. W. Steiner of C1d.ca.o. Dliaoia, was a4aptecl and attached to the crossbar of the Universal Cephalometris appaJ'Uus (Fl.u..e 6).

This head-"

spanaer (Gantt) was located aac:l ma4e .ocue ba a posltioa thirty inches
from the focal spot of the

x~ray

rnachhle.

This cUstaace ta one-half the

fixed distance (at.xtylDches) from the focal spot of the

the Universal Jutadpo.ltloaer (Weh.e..' (Flpre

'F,.

& ....y

machi•• to

The reaSOD for

attachiDI &DOther heac1poalt1oaer to the cros.bar at a diatallce of thirty
inches from the ,,<ray machiae was to reduce the amouat of time of
radiation the patieet must receive 1a oreler to expose
fUm adequately.

aD

iDtra· oral x· ray

Also, by mavins the hoadpoeiUotutr one,.half of the

preset lixecl distance closer to the x-ray machin•• the intra-oral x-ray
could be takn usiDa virtuaUy parallel rays to mirdmize the factors of
enlarlemeat and dletortioa.

The use of a headpositioner was a neee.sity

iD order to prevent distortion error8 by movements of the patient's head,
ud to allow the operator to replace the patient into the bead.positioner in
the earne spatial relation to the x-ray machine each succes.ive time a

35

F IGURE 5
THE UNIVERSAL CEPHALOMETRIX APPARATUS

6
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record was taken.
An adapter (Ft,v. 8) was conatruct_ to attach the secoad h.acl-

positioner to the trusverse bar of the 'Uaiv.r.al apparatus.

This adapter

consists of the followtaa parts; (1) a venical arm with a sle.ve which flta
over the hOl'isoratal tr. . s •• r8. bar of the Univ....al cephalometric
apparatus; (%) a horiaODtal ann with a el.e.e which fita over the vertical
arm of the adapt... &ad i. attached to It at a ri,ht _,Ie.

These two

.1.eves were secured. ia po.ition by lu,. thumb screws which aUowe<l
the arm. to be lully a4ju.t&bl.. It ..... noted. t1l&t lbe fit of the 81eeve8 on
their re spectlv. arms to which th.y ",.re clamp.cl was loos. aa4 not too
Therefor., the .leev•• we" drill. . aacl tappe. _d ouUitted

accurate.

with set screwe aa4lock. IllltS.

Th••••et scr...... when ac1jueted and

the lock nuts tight_edt ,ave the sle... s a very close tolerance fit.
This he.d.paaDer (OaDtt) (FlgU'e 6). who fix•• at a set distance
from the x ray machin., may be adjusted. in two plane. of space. It may
be raiseel

01'

lowered on the vertical arm by an acljustmeat of the thumb

screw, aDd it may be moved in or out horizontally

OIl

the horizontal arm.

Attached to the vertical bar i.e a mWimeter scale which enable. the
operator to determine the amaUDt of vertical distance de.ired to move this
beadpos1tlonmg device vertically with rmtiol'l to the x·ray machiDe.
vertical distance was previously determined for each subject from his

This
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lateral cephalometric headplate.
and

Ollt

In a horizontal pl&De.

The headapazmel' may alao b. moved in

The thumb screw

Oft

the horizontal

pl'O-

j.cUen of the heacisparmer allows it to be moved freely i:n and ou.t on the

horizontal arm 01 the adapt.r.

This horiaontal arm is &1ao equipped. with

a millimeter "ale which allows horla01'1ta1 adjustment movemeDts to be

measured .s fits the requbemnts of the individual subject.
The two ear posts 01 the heacl ftxatlOll cleviee were alotted and
ma.rked with lead lnclicatora ill their

res~t1v.

lrulex by which they could be aUp.ct.
start, it was ••c .....ry to

aUa- the two

c_te". a in o".d.r to have

Ul

To have a •• ro point from which to
.ar po.t••0 that the central x -ray

would p.... directly throup their caters aDd super-impose the two l.ad
indicatora exactly bl the horlsoatal.u&_ v.rUcal plan.s of apace.

The ear

roels were allp" aU their .\liMr-imposition recorded (Fi,Ul'e 9).

Ia order to obtai. lateral cephalometric headplate., it was'
.ece.sary to remove the h.ea4.pa:lmer from the "'apter as.embly between
each patient.

It wa. also nece .sary to adjust

position each time a subject was recorded.

th~

vertical aDd horizontal

The vertical and hod»ental

adjustments were nece.sary because the headsPanDer muet be adjusted for
the different coordinate distauce. which were derived for each patient from

tbe hea4plate tracing (previously d.scribed).

A test was conducted in order

to estabUsh the succe.sive accuracy of the ability to disassemble and

SUPE

Tl

0
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reassemble the head"·fixator on the aclapter assembly so that the ear rod
indicators were accurately superimposed upon each other.

Eight

successive radiographs w.ere taken., one after each reassemb!a,e of the
apparatus, with the x- ray fUm taped to the far ear post.

An inellcation of

the accuracy of this test of the apparatus is demonstrated in Table U.
C.

Tra.cing Technic
A beadplate was taken of each subject with the subject's teeth in

centric occlusion.

A tracing was made tor each in these heuptates which

included the Frankfort Horizontal Plane and the teeth in the mandibular

anchora.ge unit (Figure 11).

Since this study concen'uil itself with the

change in the perioclontal space adjacent to the mesial and distal root

surface. of the mesial and distal roots of the mandibular first molar teeth.
it was desirable to adjust the heactspanner

80

that th. central x-ray would

pass through the center of the are.. of the mlUldibular first molar tooth.

A vertical coordinate was drawn dO'\'lm from the cnter of the ear rod
perpenc:U.cular to the Frankfort Horizontal Plane to the level of tbe vertical
center of the anchor teeth.

From a point m&de in the center of this molar

area a horbontal coordinate was draWft cODDeeting this point with the
termination of the line repre senting the vertical coordinate.
constructed parallel to the Frankfort Horizontal Plane.

This line waa

The length of

[,

these two lines was meaeured in millimeters and recorded for each

I

1'1. I
I,
'
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TABLE 1 I
TEST E'OR ACCURACY OF APPARATUS

-

.

Picture No.

---~

Dbt..nc; betWeen
Centera in mm.

N

--

Total

- -'.'_ .......-

...

....,

,

_..
'

d

-.----

...........

0

3.8

14.44

1

2. 1

4.41

Z.

2.4

5.76

3

3.2

10.24

4

1.3

1.69

5

2.5

6.25

6

2..7

7.29

7

2..7

7.2.9

8

ZO.7

57.37

-----------------~---------

( d) Z

(d)Z
N

dZ

428.49

53.561·

C.F.

d Z .. C.l' .... 3.809
N 1 -- 7
3. 809 ~ 7 ... . 5441
~. .5441
. - .737631
95% Level
Z. 365 x. .737631- ..· 1.744491315
MagnUication . - 5.5X 1.7445.. 5.5 .. 0.317
Circle of Confu.sion ~ .. 0.317 mm.
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subject were made of the distances vertically and horizontally to which the
heacispanner must be adjusted.

The.e distance. were attained by movlal

the thumb screws of the vertic.u and horizontal arms which were
previously described.

lue acl.ju/a;Ll:uenh were initiated from the

horizontal and vertical Hzerot pointa which were arrived at in centering
and superimposing the two ear rod indicators.

Thereby. the head·

positioner can be adjusted for each subject in ord.er to allow the central
x ,ray to pas. through the center of the a.rea of the mandibular anchorage

unit.

lD this manner the error of distortion is minimized.
The radiographic film used in taking the cephalometric lateral

bead records for this part of the study was 8 X 1 0 incb higb speed. blue
brand. Kodak Medical FUm.

Each cas.ette was equipped with a Du Pont

high speed intensilyiag screen to eliminate some secondary radiation aa4

to provide greater contrast.
87 K. V. P. and 25 M. A.

"

The machine setting for each exposure waa

Expo sure time waa one·· half aecond for the

lateral head roentgenogram.

The radiographic film used for the intra,.oraJ

records for this atudy was Du POllt code d-l, double coated dental
fUm.

x~l'ay

The machine setting was the same al mentioned previously_

The

exposure tilne was two a.nd one-hal! lIeconds for each intra-oral
roentgenogram.
D.

Measurements

- A guide to the change which occurred in the width

47
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HOruZONTAL AND VERTICAL CO--ORDINATE LINES
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the periodontal space.
The he&dspanner was aclJuate4 and the subject placed in the
apparatus.

Twt)

ind.ividual

mandibular &DehorD-go
arch wires.

unit~)

::"adiogl."~.ph~ of

each (the left and the right

wore taken prior to the plaeement of the

At the completion of anchorage preparation, the head.sp&mler

was adju.sted to the previOUsly estabI:;hed positions for each subject and
another .et of four rad.iographs was taken.

These radiographs wer. then

developed at the aame time a8 a group ba order to ,Provide uniformity in
deve1opta, technic.

This was done first with the entire group of radio ~

graphs taken prior to the initiation of treatment. and then the same
procedure was done in the same manner with the entire group of. radio-

graphs tak;m seventy six days after the initiation of treatment for each
suhJect.
The radiographs taken on each subject c:on'siated of two series:
(1) Two radiographs were taken of the
side.

Thtt 111: at tUm was marked. 1.

m~dibu1ar

anchor unit on the right

A replicate film, marked tAt was

taken (as stated previously) to provide a check of accuracy and to provide
a lar,er number of readings to minimize error.

Another set of two fUms

was takeD for the right Ride of the arch seventy six days later and marked
113 (the original) of trw ivllow·· Uk'

(2) The second series of

film~

J..·ecf)l'd~

a.n<llC (the replicate of it).

was taken of the left mstndihula,. anchor unit

49
of. the subjects.

The procedure was the same as in the preceding series.

One fUm marked" (the original and :Allother marlted. ZA
taken prior to placer.nent u£ ;.1J.'1;.11

Wi.i;·(!:~.

fUnis were taken oithe left diJ·" "'.le
2C (the replicate aI it).

(C:.~

replicate) were

:.e:venLy rd." days lator two more

~·nark.ed

23 {the initial follow-up} and

T.hese ci,:lht iil m t, C<H1.;titc.tod th<l reccrds

iOt"

each

patient.
The original film in each ",c:rie;;. wne: then transUlumlnated cn a
tracing table. a.nd under a sta.tionary thrde poW"J:' iy,a.gnUying lenll it wall
ftlark.d in the £ollo'Wiug manner.

A fiue pcinted needle wa.s used to make

a small perforation in the film in [ott%' areas.

TheGe marks were macie

just inside the sUl"iace adjacent to the periodc,ntal .apace on the root portion
of the molar tooth represented on the :ra.diograph.

They were la.!:lelled

A (marginal area of mesial sudac:-e c:.>! ;tnes1a1 root), 13 (apical area. of
.,

mesial surface Oia-U'Jldal root), C (marginal area of distal surIa.ce of
diEital root), and D (a.pical area 01 diatal suda.ce ;.:,£ distal root> (E'igure 13).
These areas wore sele¢:ted on each original film for each au.::.ject and ware
tnarked at a place adjacent to each ma.rginal and apical a ..'ea
periodontal apace was clearly distingwi>hable.

indiVidually in that series.

'Ih.;.!

pel"i~ratiQn

whel"'~

the

This original film, thus

tnarka were then transferred

50
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.FIGURE 13
AREA:: AT VJHlCH CH.I'J.NOE
IN:::>EfUCDONTALP,.i\CE \YA' EV.ALU;.\TED
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perforations and into the underlying fUm.

Thus it was possible to compare

very nearly the same areas of the periodontal space on each of the four

This was done on each of the one hundred and

fUms in the aeries.

eighty four films taken in this study (Figure 14).
The fUms were then bound as slides and projected on a plain white
posterboard screen at a fixed distance from the screen.

The distance from

projector to Bcreen was established and maintained throughout the
ohservation period.

The magnification of the projected image was twenty

times that of the original film.

'This distance was obtained by projecting

a slide of a line two millimeters in length on the screen and adjusting the
distance from screen to projector until the line measured forty milli . .
meters.

Thus a magnification factor of 2.0:1 was obtained.

The slide projector used was a Kodak Cavalcade with a Kodak
r.'rojection Ektanar Lens, 5 inch, f 12.8.

'.
(Courtesy of Dr.J • .J:.~. Jarahak).

A technique was devised to compare the change in the width of the
periodontal space on the mesial and dh,tal of these anchor molar teeth.
il" strip of plain white paper ()ne inch wide and ten inches long was divided

len;jthwise into four Loxes or section (A. I:. C. D.). each corresponding to
one of the lour areas marked on the radiographs (previously described).

I

I

In each section a vertical straight line was drawn and laLelled as a

l'eierenc0 line

(.:~·igure

15).

The slide of filrn Number 1 was then projected

I

I.
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(mto the screen and t..'f.te white paper strip was interpoacd and placed

again;;;t the screen.

The reference line in box A was superin1posed over

the im.age of the outer

l~order

of the ccmenturr, adjacent tn the mark which

waE" .nade on the film representing point A (marginal area of the mesial
8urface of the mesial root).

The width of t.l"le periodontal space was then

esthnated for this area; and then a short vertical line representing this
distance was drawn with a sharp red pencil on the white paper strip
parallel to the reference line.

n. C,

and

1)

This procedure was followed for points

on the same paper strip (Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19). (Figure 20

shows graphically the same areas
series.)

A,

1';,

C, and D for the second film

The next x ray slide. Numc,er iJ:::"

the record taken at the end of

the anchorage preparation period. was projected.

U sing the sarno white

paper strip, the same procedure was followed, e,,"cept

t.~is

time a ahort

Hue vertical line drawn parallel to the refe..::.;nce line was used to indicate
the estimated width of the periodontal space on this follow- up. POdt
anchorage x ray (Figure 21, 22,23, and 24).

Thus, the difference Lotween

the rod and hlue pencil lines represented the chan;sc that had taken place in
the periodontal space of these teeth during the anchorage preparati..:m
period.

If the due line fell Letween the red line and the reference line, the

:3pace was evaluated as a decrease in width, if the LIuo line fell outside the
red line, the space was evaluated as an increase in width.

f"hU3.

>y
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weighing the proportionate amount of change and the direction of such
I,

change, it was possible to determine the direction and the relative deJree
of movement of the molar teeth being investigated.

This procedure was

done for each of the one hundred and eighty--four films.

The descriptive

evaluation of the direction and type of movement which the teeth underwent
was then calculated.

The films were again projected for study purposes

and the evaluation of the type and direction of movement was checked out
by visual evaluation of the films.

The calculated descriptions were

substantiated by the visual examination in each instance.

p~dditiona1

information which was gained from the visual interpretation of the radio
graphs was amended to and correlated with the descriptions which had
been calculated.
E.

Appliance Design.
Each of the subjects was fully banded using angulated brackets on

the bands.

The brackets were angulated from horizontal in order to give

the teeth a distal tip· back when a straight wire was fitted into the bracket
boxes (Figure 25, Courtesy of Dr. Joseph R. Jarabak).
In this study only those subjects were used who were treated with
light. highly resilient, round arch wires.

The entire group

l"),l

twenty-three

suhjects was treated employing initial arch wires of .016 inch diameter
Eigiloy Semi- spring wire.

Prior to their insertion, all the arch wires

were tel"npered to tipring hardness after havin;:s t,eel1 iirst fashioned
individually for each !.;n:ject.

Eleven ~Jf theiJe sul:';'jectfJ> were treated with.

differential forces arch wireB ia~hicned h'on: the type of wire n:entioned
rca;.; technic).

a'ove (Loyola Univer13ity Light Differentia.l

I'his type of

arch. wire employ:l bent in vertical helicalloc'p3 in the anterior

iiH1l!~f'll,ent

Lradtets; and straightpoolteriorJ.egmenh extendini,i t1i;;ltally through the
I'hese stral,.,htpo&terior 5egments.
are slightly curved in the horh:.ontal plane
form.

of

spa.ce to pr,nride some arch

(Figure l6), shews a typical helical loop arch.

treated with helical loop arches were aho required to wear rut,her
elasticr;.

These elastics are made of. latex rubber (rubber dam rr~ateria1)

and arc 1/4 inch in diameter.

'f'lley are Oi

(';1::

types: (A) Light 1/4 inch
"

two ounces, and (il) Heavy 1/4 inch
elastics which. exert an average pull of three to

1 and 1/4 inchel:l.

r~)ur

ounces,

This it:> the averaie dhtance iron, the distal 01 the

mandibular fir:llt tnolar t'~\)th to the heok on the a.rch wire meaial to the
mandiLular canine toeth.

side .:,1 the mouth: CA) Cne 1/4 inch light eladtic

W()¥:fl

irvtrl the end of the

arch wire on the buccal /Juriace of the iirillt molal' tooth to the bent in hook
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located mesial to the canine bracket: (D) One 1/4 inch Ught elastic worll
from a hook located on the lingual surface of the band on the mandf.)ular
first r.oolar tooth to the bent-in hook located mesial to the canine lracitet

(,::ame as above); (C) One 1/4 inch Ught elastic worn buccaUy from the

lower to the upper arch as a triangle having its base on the upper arch and
its apex on the lower arch.

This elastic
worn in a trianguli.1.I' fashion is
,

attached from the end of the upper arch wire on the first molar to a
ligature wire hook (pigtail) on the upper second premolar tooth and then
down to a simllar ligature wire hook on the ~lower second premolar tooth.

Those cases in which a helical loop differential forces

arc~

wfs employed
:.

in the upper arch. as well as in the lower required one additional 1/4 inch

light elastic to be worn from the lower molar lingual hook to the bent .. in
hook on the upper arch wire located mesial to the canine bracket.
(Figure 27 shows a subject with arch wires ligated

i~to

place and elastic s

in position).
Anchorage was established on eight of the subjects with the use of
headgear force.

The arch wires used were of the same dimensions,

however, no bends were incorporated into these arch wires other than
the general configuration of the arch and a slight curve in the posterior
segments to conform to the general arch form.
a tY'?ical arch wire of the type descrihed).

(Figure 28 demonstrates

There were two sections of
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.010 open coil spring placed on the wire to advance two sliding hooks
(E'igure 29).

The distal end of the section of open coil spring was placed

againl3t the bracket of the first premolar tooth and the hook was advanced
by the coil to a position mesial to the canine tooth.

In these cases the

canine bands on the mandibular canine teeth were removed in order to
allow the hook to be advanced a greater distance without any interference
from the t)racket on the canine band.

The headgear hooks were attached

'bUaterally to the sliding hooks in the mouth, and these hooks on the
headgear were attach~d extra orally to the tnaterial from which the head·
gear was constructed by ineans of "XH type Orthospec elastics.

(Figure 30

shows an example of the headgear, the manner 1.n which it is worn, and the
way in which the hooks are attached from it to the mouth).

In these cases

also, light 1/4 inch elastics are worn in the same triangular manner as
previously described.
Finally, the remaining four subjects were treated during this
period of anchorage preparation using the same type of . 016 inch diameter
round Elgiloy wire as was used in all of the arches for the other subjects.
The arch wires placed in these subjects were simply fashioned to the shape
of an ,ideal arch, individualized for arch width and form for each subject;
tempered, and inserted.

These arch wires carried no attachments or

1,;ent . in vertical helical loops or hooks (Figure 31).

These arch wires were

! I
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used. to affect minor tooth movements in an otherwise well shaped lower
dental arch.

In these cases 1/4 inch light elastics were applied in the

previously descri1,ed triangular fa.shion.
A brief' explanaticJn h.. due concerning the three types of arches just
described and their application in the treatment of the patients.

.~ll

of the

arch wires used on these suhjects were constructed from .016 inch
dial'l:1eter~ound

ElgUoy wire.

The first type of arch wire described (the

helical loop differential forces arch) was used in those eleven cases which,
due to the discrepancy of arch length availalle to tooth size and/or the
discrepancy in the relation of arch to arch. required the extraction of four
first premolar teeth.

The differential forces arch was employed to

accomplish several different types of tooth movement simultaneously.
I

However. in this study we are concerned with the preparation of tl:e

Ii
!

mandfbular anchorage units and the direction and type of tooth nlOvement
accomplished by the arch wires and the elastic forces used in the initial
phaGes of the treatment, i. e.: anchorage preparation.

Headgear therapy

was u$ed in the preparation Clf the anchor units in those canes in which
the malocclusion was not 3uHicienUy severe to require the extraction of
permanent teeth.

The headgear force to the buccal segments of the

mandibular arch was used to upright and tip these teeth diGtally.

In thb

rrianner the amount of space needed to align and upright the mandi!:ular
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incisors over their apical bases was obtained.

The ideal arch wires used

in the initial phases of the treatment of the remaining subjects were
employed to prepare only the anchorage; necessary for minor tooth move
menta and bracket alignment and,

!'lIS

a more favorable vertical dimension.

in all of the cases. to establish
This was the purpose of these

ideal arch wires in otherwise well aitnated mandibular dental arches.

<~e

'rhe records in this study were a.ppraised with regard to the \.

in the width of periodontal space which occurred during tile seventy. six
day treatment interval.

This was the period L .. dch anchorage wa':.!

~

einl

prepared in the mandibular arch of each sucjecl.l the use of the
appliances described in the foregoing chapter.

As previously stated in

the chapter on Methods and Materials, the change was evaluated in four

areas of the periodontal space of the mandibular first m( ;

I.'

teeth.

Those

areas were: (A) Margina.l area of mesial surface of mesial root. (::::;):\.pical
a.rea of mesial surface of mesial root, (C) Marginal area of distal surface
of distal root, and (D) Apical area of distal surface ot distal root (l"igure 13 .

A description of the types of tooth movement was made for each molal'
tooth involved in the study.

These changes were appraised by evaluatil"1g

the increase. decrease, or no appreciable movement (as was sOl:netil'r;es
the case) at each of these foul' areas of the roota of the molar teeth.

The

fHmo were projected again for study purposes, and the calculated
evaluation of the type and direction of tooth movement was checked out
by and correlated with a visual evaluation of the films.
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In the undertaking of this study ninety- six records of the direction
of tooth movements were made as demoniltrated in Figures 14 - 23.

It was

very interesting and encouraging to discover the significant correla.tion

I
'i!

that was obtained between the original record and the duplicate of it.
Th,irty- six of the forty-eight sets of original and duplicate l"ecord$ were
in complete agreement as to the direction of the moven1ent which occurred
at all four areas where tooth movement was o0served.

Twelve sets of

these records did not agree completely as to the direction of movement.
,

however. eleven of the twelve sets of records did. agree upon the
of movement at three of the four positions of observation.

Only

::ction
OllIC

set

of recorda disagreed on the direction of movement at two of the four
positions of observation.
The types of tooth movements observed could be divided into two
..

main groups.
Movements.

These groupe are (1) Bodily Movements, a..'"ld (2) Tipping

I'!
I

I

!I

:1

The bodily movements which were ol)served occurred in

a. mesial direction, a distal direction, or as an elevation 01 the tooth.

The

tipping movements were suh*divided according to (A) The locatian of the

!

axis of the tipping movement, (3) Tn.e direction of the tipping movement
(mesial or dista.l). and (C) A jiggling movement (tooth rocking mesially
and dbtally).<lme of the observations, however, demonstrated no
apparent moverrlent.
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Table 1 II shows (by percentages) the types of tooth movements and
their sub-divisions which were observed for (1) 1"'1.1e entire Jroup of light
wire subjects (2) 'The subjects treated initially with Differential :Forces
.::;'rches, (3) The subjects treated initially' with Headgear. and (4) The
subjects treated initially with Leveling 4"-rches.
J\

series of four };ar graphs were constructed to present a graphic

picture of the results obtained in this study'.

These graphs illustrate the

number of occurrences which were produced t,y a particular type or
sub -type of tooth movement throughclut the study.

(.Figure 32 shows the

results of the study as they pertain to the entire group of
Treatment subjects).

(Figure 33 shows the results of the study as they

pertain to the 3ubjects who were treated. initial! y with the Differential
Ii'orces Arches).

(Figure 34 ahows the results of the study as they pertain

to the subjects who were treated initially with Headgear).

(lTigure 35 sh.ows

the results of this study as they pertain to the subjects who were treated
initially with Leveling Arches).
It can be readily seen from these graphs that certain types of
movements were demonstrated mOot freql.lenUy by the greatest number of
the dental units under consideration.
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In each of the har graphs under the heading of Tooth Movements,

the columns are represented as follows:
A.

Bodil y Movements

Column

B.

1.

Bodily Meoial Movement

2.

Eodil y Distal Movement

3.

Tooth Elevated

Tipping Movements
Column
4.

Axis of tipping in apical third of root

5.

...lUcis of tipping in middle third of root

6.

Crown Tipping distally

7.

Crown Tipping mesially

8.

Jiggling

9.

No Appa.rent movement

In Graph. Number 1 (All ligh.t wire subjects) columns 3, 4, 5, and 6,

were found to contain the largest number of occurrences.

7 showed the least number of occurrences.

In Graph Number 1 I types 3,

4. 5, and 6 were also the largeat columns represented.
8 showed minimum occurrences.

Column 2 and

Column 2, 1, and

Graph Number II I demonstrates that

the number of occurrences of tooth movements most commonly fell into

H1
columns 1. 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Columns 2. and 8 showed only minimum
In

occurrences, and columna 7 and 9 showed no oecurrences at all.

Graph Number IV. Columns 3, 4, 5, and 6 contained the highest number

of occurrence!) with columns 1, 8, and 9 showing minimum occurrences.
In this graph, columns 2. and 7 showed that no interpretable occurrences
were recorded.
Referring to Table

nl again,

it is interesting to note that the total

was divided into 37.4% Bodily Movements, 48.1'70 Tipping Ivlovements,
<

and 14.50/0 No Apparent movements for l\ll Light Wire Subjects.

Regarding

the Differential Forces Subjects, 39.8'11'1 showed Bodily Movements,

36.5% showed Tipping Movements and ZZ. 70/0 showed No Apparent Movement
For the Headgear ::ubjects 37.4% showed Bodlly Movements, 62.60/0 showed
Tipping Movements, and 0% showed No Apparent Movement.

Finally,
,

I

II

concerning the Leveling Arch

~ubjects,

I

30.00/0 showed Bodily Movements,

50.00/.; showed Tipping Movements, and ZO.O% showed no Apparent
Movement.
It was necessary to perform an accuracy check upon one's ability
to determine from the radiographs the various types and
tooth tnCNerrtents.

sub~tY1,)es

of

To accomrllish this, two groups of four observers

each (orthodontic graduate students) were selected without having any

,I "
,

previous knowledge of what they W01.ud be asked to do.

These observer

I'

II, I'I
; III

,I,li"1
',1

'I:I'

11

,1

'i'!:

;11,11
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groups were asked to view the original and the
were shown simultaneously.

follow~

up films which

They were asked to determine the variou

types of tooth movements ¥.:hich they could discern '!::'y visual comparison
of points A, B, C, D, which existed on each set of filIne.

They were

then shown the set of duplicate fibns which corresponded with the original
film 6 which had heen

~~hcwn

fir st.

'!'hi.:> enabled. ther.n to either confirm

or reject their original deci:lions as to the movementa.
Both groups concurred with each other and with the author in
nearly every instance a.s to the typee of movements demonstra.ted
radiographically.

This test was done mel"ely to verify the decisions of

the author as to the types of movements which could Le dor;;;.onstrated
by these sets of fUms.

It was previously explained that the author also

compared and checked the calculated findings with the vhiual interpreI

tations .
These are the numerical and graphic representations of the
results which were obtained in this fitudy.
I.

i
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Ti;.BLE I I I

OBSERVATIONS OF TOOTH MOVEMENTS
(Valuea Expreaaed in Percentages)

Bodily
Movement.

All Light Wire
Subject.

Differential
Force.
Subjecta

Headgear
Subject.

Leve ling Arch
Subjects

31.2

30.0

Bodily
Mesial
Move.ent

31.2

31.8

Bodily
Distal
Movement

6.2

9.0

Tooth
Elevated

6.2

0

c

75.0

68.2

87.5

70.0

I

Tipping
HovUlenta

I'
"

48.1

36.5

62.6

1

50.0

I
Axis of
Tipping in
Apical third
of root

55.2

56.8

55.7

50.0
"

Axis of
Tipping in
Middle third
of root

44.8

43.2

44.3

50.0

Crown tipping
Diatally

72.0

57.0

93.7

70.0

Crown tipping
Mesially

4.2

9.0

9.3

11.3

6.3

10.0

14.5

22.7

0

20.0

Jiggling

No Apparent
MovemE'nt

0

0
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The prir'r'6 consideration an orthodontist haa for his patients is the
achievement of his treah:nent goals which are naturally individualized and

!incited }'Y :senetie cO!l'lPosition and physical development of the patient.
e ~3tablish these goals fcn" treatment is one thing; to achieve

the~"P

To

throu"l,h

the application of mechanical principles 1.;oay be an e'J:'ltireiy different

)..tite naturally. rrlen in this field have been trying to develop
I

technics which will allow them to realize these trt3atment scab a(:l fully a,;
po 3 ',-,i:Ie without jeopardizing the health of the biolo]ic stl'uctures with
T0 aid and facilitate treatment, diagnostic aids

which they are dealing
lllCh a:~

tf,;·

radiography have

realize t:t'eatment

~~oaL;

',~en

devel·,)ped and utiliLed.

and to fulfill

oblii~atbns

Naturally, in crciel'

to the patient, it is

vitally important to the crthodonti:,t to ile aile to ccmtrol and re>Julate
tooth n;(WfHrents as ealJily and rapidly as puss ible.
;

the accura.te

knowleci,~e

as to the directi0tl and type of toc·th l'novernent

c,:,tained frc'm the ap;)lication ,A variQusmechanical techniques is

Thit,:,;tudy

ha~3

atter[!uteci \:() contribute serne iniorl'nation

re~ardin5

tile ty~)e of bOt!'l n;ovement 01 tained throu;~h the ap~,.1icatiun of a r:r cchanical
t~~ctmic

which waD forrr;ulatecl with 3pecific condderatiun :4iven to the

. I

phY(iliology of tbe dental

i:ltl~ucture:.

involved.

According tcandstedt (1?05). the tooth tilts about an axis that lie3
near thl! middle of the rc,(;.t when a strong force is applied to it (he does not
~ive

the amount of {(,rce which he a?plied).

This tilting produces two area

of pressure and two areas of tension of the root surface of the tooth..
These areas are located diarrietrically opposite.

Cppenheim's conclu£5i;:ms

(1911, 1928), which were summarized previously in Figure Z , show that

the tooth, subjected to a pressure, tilts from its apex thereby having only
one side of pressure and one side of tension.chwarz {193Z} approach,;e
I

the problem with the statement to the effect that st.rong force affects
different teeth with different and varying intensity.

As the biologic and

physiologic aspects of tooth movement tecome more apparent the feeling of
Moyers (1950). that rather than speak of what;)?",) appliance or another can
do in the movement of teeth,'" ·'ould be

r.c~ore

con'ect to speak of what the

periodontal membrane will or will not permit an appliance to achieve, is
very sound.
fvr~

However, it could be better stated that it is the amount of

delivered by the appliance to the periodontal membrane that regulates

the degree and tYf.>EI of tooth movement.
:;torey and3mith (1952) have taken just such a concept into account
in the designing of light resilient loop springs to move certain teeth while
leaving their anchor teeth

undistur~;ed.

The tern! that has Leen adapted to

describe the application of reciprocal forces which will move Bome teeth
and leave others to resist this force undisturbed. ha.s heen called
"Differential F':lrces."

An arch wire such as that shown in Figure 26

has been designed to utilize these principles.

Storey and C;mith (1952)

dernonatrated <::andstedt's theory of undermining resorption with the
application of heavy and light springs, and further demonstrated that there
exists an vpdmum range of force for the movement of teeth.

Wht:;n thL

optimum range of force is exceeded the process of undermining resorption
(Sandstedt) impedes the desired t00th moven-tent.

In designing this experiment, the desire wa!! to be able to determine
the type and direction of movement which occurred in the mandibular
resistance units when the mandihular canine teeth were retracted into the
extraction sites of the first premolar teeth.

A study and evaluation of the

change which occurred in the '\ "?"iodontal ligament space of the mandibular
firf.lt molar teeth, as determined from intra-oral radiographs; presented
the data from which an evaluation of the tooth movement was made.

The

method c,f obtaining the intra . oral radiographs was explained in detail in
the chapter ':m Method;:; and Materials.

In addition, it was desired to

develop a technic for taking intra-oral radiographs which could be compared
with other

radiogra~")h8

taken with the same equipment of the same area at

various stages in the treatment of patients. without fear of drawing
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erroneous conclusions which might le produced by distortiona.
Intra--oral radiographs are invaluable to dentists and if the author
can judge from the experimental results obtained in this study. they may

t,e jU5t as valuable to the orthodontist by allowing him to determine if the
application of the fcrces which he is using will permit the accomplishment
'o£ the goals which he3et forth in planning the treatment of his patients.
It was desirahle to use a headholder to stabilize and orient the
;;u::'jects to the central x- ray, and to use a fixed x -ray source in order to
,

eliminate, as much a3 p03sible, the change in width of the periodontal
ligament space which can be obtained by an alteration of the angulation
of the x-ray machine cone or by rotation of the subject's head.

Naturally,

some error exbts in the consistency of film placement, and in the
adjustment of the apparatus. and. in the placement of the
apparatus.

su~ject

in the

However. the ac t;u.rac}" of the apparatus was adequate (see

Table II), and an honest attempt was made to minimize the other errors
inherent in Bueh a study.

The use of duplications (not double films) in

such taking of the intraoral radiographs was another method of checking
the type and direction of tooth moverr:ents which could. have been judged
erroneou31y from the original radiographs.

The duplicate records agreed

completely with the original records in thirty- six of the forty-eight

recordc,. and eleven of the twelve records; which did not agree completely

Ii
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with the original records, did agree with them on three of the four areas
of observation.

This appears to be very good substantiating evidence for

the accl..\racy of the experimental technic.

III considering the entire group of subjects treated with light (.016
inch diameter) round arch wires it was found that the types of tooth movements which were demonstrated by the highest percentage of the anchor
teeth were: Type 1 (P·odUy Mesial movement). Type 3 (Tooth Elevated),
,Jub- Type 4: (.Axis of Tipping in the ,Apical Third of Root), sub .. Type 5
(.~Xi5 of Tipping in Middle Third of Root), and sub Type 6 (Crown Tipping

Distally).

"ub .. Type 8 (Jiggling) and Type 9 (No Apparent Movement) were

also found to occur com.monly enough to he of significance.
for all of the

sut~jects

These resultc.

treated show that at least tvro- thirds of the mandLu.iu

first premolar tooth extraction site may be used in distal driving rnandibulax
canine teeth if it is desirable"

do sO'.

An explanation ef the rrlesial mov€:·-

ment of some of these anchor teeth can hest be explained when the Bub ..
groups of treated subjects are discussed individually_
The results achieved in obtaining the initial phase in the treatment
of suhjects with Differential Forces Arches is summarized as follow£>:
The types of tooth movements which were demonstrated hy the highest
percentage of anchor teeth for this suh .. group were Type 1 P"odily

~,,1esial

Movement), Type 3 (Tooth J::'i:levated), sub Type 6 (Crown Tipping Distally.)

,~u·

Type 4: (Ax!:;.; of

"1.'ippin~~

Tipping in Middle Third of
that order.

group of

in :\pic!tlTIlird of Root). sub Type 5 (jLxis ,:d:

~t00t),

and Type 7 (No i\pparent Movement) in

This ilatt{Jrn i3 practically the same as the one for the entire

~"lUbjects.

The ~,odily Mesial lvfovement indicatea that in those

ca:;es which demonstt'ated this type of movement. the forces exceeded the

l'£iCLXimum amount of the optimum range of force which if:: from 150 to 20:) gr.. •
Thie is the optimurr range of force for moving the mandibu.lar canine tocl:h
distally.

If the n:,aximul"n of this range is exceeded the canin'!! tooth will

cease to move

di~tally

and will act as an anchor tooth until the bone on the

d.iatal wall of the canine socket has been resorbed through the proceGs of
undermining resorption.

In the meantime, the anchor unit will be rnoved

mesially by the reciprocal action of the elastics until the force has
diminished and the optimum range of force is again reached.
The fact that the teeth .,}'ow T}odily Mesial Movement i:3 an'
indication that they are resisting this mesial rnovernent in the most
stubborn manner.

The accolTl!;>lishment of a bodily movement (1. e. : the

crown and root moving 2limultaneously in the same direction at the

sar~ne

rate of speed). is the most difficult to accomplish especially when it

involves a large molar tooth.

Ii a molar tooth resists a force and the

re::mlt of this resbtance is moven"1ent in a bodily fashion, it is acting as
an excellent anchor tooth.

Naturally, in 80me of these cases it was

recognized that tha entire amount of arch length created by the extraction
of permanent teeth would. not he needed to align the mandibular anterior

I

:11
I

teeth and to place them ever their apical base.

In these cases the ela8tic

rC'Jrce was increased in order to accomplish a greater number of

ste~)H

in

the treatrr::ent more efficiently and 1}10re rapidly.

'\on ir"'lportant consideration in these caseo is that of patient

confused as to the placerr.ent of the elastics. and in the wearing and

changing of then"!.
rnanage.

The wearing

('~f

the headgear. aG well.

i~'3

fhciJe are factors over which the clinician ha;:;; no

difficl.;l.« tc;
aSSUl"anc;~,!

of control.

'TIlE:re are, of courGe. the differences hetween individuals a,:; t:·) the
rapidity of moven1cnt and the progreos which they rnake. however the
overall picture i;howe the types of movements to ::·e ver 1- nearly the.;a::'::e
for the majority of the i;!llbjecta in this Jrcup as Ccy:,)pared with the tc,tal

in the initial period. it was3hown that TY't>e 2. (. cdily

lea:3t nUl"l:lhe:r

l.)ista1~v'l(;Ve(y\ent),

OCC 1lrrence::' .

cr:.""vn and the distal root apex

1-

einr~

d evated hi:jhel" than the n:(;sial root

-
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apex were found to l:'e due to the wearing of a heavy 1/4 inch latex
elastic from the distal end of the lower arch wire (at the distal of the

l1,,;andibular molar tUl:;e) to a hook mesial to the maxillary canine tooth in
the process of retracting it.

This fact in conjunction with the absence

of the hr;pol"tant elastic worn in a triangular fashion (described previously

in the chapter on x";jethodJ and :Materials) were responsible for the
elevation of the distal of the

n~alldiL;ui;::<:, <~j;:

:2:,lar and. the rreGial

elastic£) on the lower arch (£1"011:) lowel' fil':ilt molar to 11:e:3ial cd lov.«

<

canine).

In considering the next suh . group (that of the

SUI

ject£! who ware

initially treated with a headgear to the lower arch) the general picture is
the same as that of the Differential Forces

t~u\}jects.

1"he sc s;.lbjectJ

were handled without the extraction of permanent dental units .Th;:;,

pre:J8UrC wal'.'l t:;rought to bea.r against the 111.andibular fixs:t premolar tooth.,
and the {::rown.3 of the teeth were tipped distally l:;y tran::l'rrdssir.Jn of the
force, thr:1ugh the contacts, to th.e other teeth in the ;;uccal :segment.;.
i~;

interesting to n()te that Type 2 (Pedil:v Dih1tal Iv'lovement), and Type g

(Jiggling) ;;how only minimal
'I'ippin(~

occurr.~nces.

and that sub Type 7 (Crown

Ivlesially) and :'YfHi;; 9 p;ro,:\pparent Movement) demonstl"ated no

It
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appliances almost continuou£ly while others wore them only spasmodically.
This factor {:>! patient c()operation is one of the greatest difficultie;ll with
this type of therapy.

In those instances in which the crown of the teeth

tipped distally and their roots tipped mesially

t~

a considerable extent.

it can be deduced that the headgear force was of too great a magnitude.

This resulted in rai$ing the axis of tipping to the middle area of the ro.;...t
or even higher.

The Third sub group (that of the Leveling ;\rch iubjects) shows the
,

highest percenta.ge of occurrences fall into Type 3 (Tooth Elevated),

sub Type 4 (.Axis of Tipping in Apical Third of Root).
Tipping in Miodle Third of Root) a.nd

be;';

Type 6

SU~)

(G.!:'()'.V1'1

Ty-pe 5 (A.xis

Li:)iJing Distally).

It is also interesting to observe that Type 2 ('::50dily Ditii,al\;,wement) and
Type 7 (Crown Tipping Mesially) had no occurrences.

'fhese subjects

wore no elastics other than those worn in a triangular manner to elevate
the molar and premolar teet.'1 and thus increase the vertical dimension.
Another important consideration concerns itself with the very
evident factor of the distal tipping of the crowns of these teeth.

This
I

factor has Leen mentioned previously. however. it deserves to :;e
discussed at this time.

The chief reason for this type of movelnent iii

that the hrackets had been anguiated to produce tip-Lacks (see f'igura 25).
Thii~

virtually insure;] that the crown of a tooth treated with thi:J type

I

Ti
';racket will tip distally a;:; a result when a straight arch wire b placed
in t11e:,;:e ()rackets.

'The significance in thb in:;tal"lCe h; that even with a 1716sia1 force
upun the molarg £1'or,,-j the elastics, these teeth were elevated and tipped
di3tally through the medium of )'racket angulation.

The molar teeth

were left virtually undbturbed in many instances with respect to nlosial
drift.

I

i·

;:"ne important c0nsideration that can La la 0ught out which rnay vr
4

<

may not have !-,cen evident from the experimental procedure, the data., .::r
the result3, is the fact th.at the

area~

under investigation in this study

which were represented in the intra oral ra.diographs do not prce,ent the
type of data which if;

an

e~c:act

measurable nature.

TI'lis is to say. that,

to L,e able to give the amount a tooth moved durin.;; a given perkO. Df tin-.El
frmTl intra cl·al radio 6 raphk evidence, i3 not possible.

However. the

iact remains that evidence for ty-pe, direction, and relativ=.. amount of
to'Jtll m<.:wen.ient, i;;;; as readily acces6iLle to the practitioner as it is to

the teacher an!! can ;Je very useful in guiding treatlnent to a l3uccc:;,:;ful
conclUDion.
It i", hoped that this iitudy may help to point out the value of
intra oral radiograph:·; to the orthodontist a" an ir. '1portant
.
adjW1ct to the
ether diagnuitic and treatuHmt progresf; t,:,ols at hi::: dLJpc::;;al.

UM!AAi"tY

~::a.

.~;.ND

CCNCLU[;10N:.

The ~l..1v"~jects investigated in this st'llc1y were twenty,,-four

children being treated by the five 3raduate orthodontic students in the
class l:.eginning J"me 1959 at Loyola University ;:chool of Dentistry.
':;.

,\n adju",tahle headpositioning apparatus and a stationary;( ray

",curce were nece:3sary to stand.ardize the technic of taking intra oral
radiograph:; and to minimize the errors of distortion which c0uld

e

produced.
The data for determining the type of tooth

moven~ents

were

oLtained 1;y evaluating the relative an"!ounts of change which occurred in
the width of the periodontal space adjacent to marginal and apical area;,
of the meaial and dL;tal root ;mrfaces of mandibular fir~;t molar teeth.
D.

The entire group of sd:jects demonstrated fourteen cate;:;ori4~::

of tooth movement(; li~.lted according to their type and direction of
t::Dc)verr.ent.
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I

!I

Ii II

'

III1 ;

The Types of Iv1ovement3 found were:

Budily Me,dal Movement

L
?

<.~

"

3.

Fodily

Di~tal

Movement

Tooth Elevated

Tipping ;'\1ovemcl1tJ

C.

E.

l'~ll

1.

.Axis of Tipping in Apical Third of Root

2.

.luis of Tip?ing in Middle Third of Root

3.

Crown Tipping Distally

4.

Crown Tipping Mesially

5.

Jiggling

No .:\pparent Movement

the lightwire subjects showed £ive 111ain types of

movements which were: (1) Type 3 (T<}oth E'levated)~ (2) Gu,b Type 6
('-:rGWD Tipping Di~~ta.lly). (3)

of Root), (4) suI.! Typ,! 5

(.:~is

BU'!:>

Type 4 (Axis of tipping in ,/ipical Third

of Tipping in Middle Third

(5) Type 1 (Bodily Mesial Movement).

Root).

Type Z ("odU y Distal MaVen,.enl)

and suh Typen 7 (Crown Tipping Mesially) Type 8 (Jiggling) and Type 9
(~'ki

).pparent Movement) all fihowed minirr:al occurrences.

10(;
Z.

The DHferential l,7'orces ,o-,uhjects demonGtrated principally

G.

The Headgear subjects showed virtually the same pattern

as did the entire group with the exceptions that Type 7 (Crown Tipping
Mesially). and Type 9 (No Apparent Movement) show no occurrences at

all
H.

The Leveling Arch ':::ubjects showed an almost equal

of occurrences in each of five types

()i

ntl~'r:ber

movement (Types 1; 3, and
,

"jut·· Types 4. 5, and 6).

It if; interc3ting" to note that all of the ethel

types of movement occurred in minimalnurnbers and there were no
occurrences at all in Type 2 (r,30dily Distal Movement) and Type 7 (Crown
Tipping Mesia.lly).

lOl
II.

::onclu::don
In considednG the entire ?,rou;:: e,f light wire subjects, it wa3

generally found that the Uppln;:;; type nimovemellts exceeded the L:odily
The rno t;t COnlUion occurrcncefJ through

the entire group o£' movement.';; wcre (l) Elevation
Distal Tipping Df the Crown of the tooth.
{)f

()f

the Tooth, and (2)

It was also noted that the axis

tipping d the tooth occurred more ::':omr£lOnly i11 the apical third

(.,£

the

root than it did in the middle third of the root.
/1. similar pattern may 1. e noted for each of the iTu.b group", of

treatment (Differential

l~erce;;;.

Headgear. and LevelinJ

l~rch·uL:jects).

("'ne distinction that the sull group treated initially with Differcmtia.l
F(lrCesArchcs demonstrated, b the fact that a con:;ideraHe number of
occurrences is

Sht:.1wn

the other treatment

in Column 9 (No Apparent M()vernent) whereas in

3tl~)

grolJ.ps no occurrences

'.)1'

rc;inim.aloccurrence.s

thi", mc'vement are JenH.)Il:»trated.
the: knowleJ30 that two and sometime.::. three, two

OUllce

ela,3tics were

"odily Dbtal movement did occar to some extent with the
zear su.bjects, however, thL ol.lservation wa;;; far
,:;,ccurrences d. diGtal tipping of the crown.

ot1twei2~hed

The axi:;

(of

thl

Head~

1..y the
tipping

'Jcc'.u::::'ed with these subjects in the middle third of the root nearly as t,£ten
as it did in the apical third. of the root.

The facta!' ,1I 1x:c:dal tipping of the crown did not occur at all in
either t!1.e Head

or the Leveling

~~;,rch

na.tura.lly enc'lJ.gh the Leveling Arch sub

It

rr'u~t

,~roup

demonstrated no

J)e lJtated that the (')ccut'rence of distal tipping was loth

intentional and de'.;irahle.
tr,ediun~

suh groupe.>. and quite

Thi:-::

rr~ovement:

was created through the

of the angulated bracket (described in detail in the cha.pter

on Method') and Materiah;).
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